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i.WHat HappeneD

Teacher :  Today we will be dealing with the function of  the 
external body parts of animals found at  home or in school.

Subject matter:  
 Inferring the function of the external body parts of animals found 
at home or in school.

objective:     
 Infers the function of the external body parts of animals found at 
home or in school.
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foreWorD

         Each kind of common animals has different body 

parts. Each body part is unique and has different uses.

         Learn the functions of the external parts of some common 

animals found at home or in school by using this self learning kit. 

See how each part helps the animals to live and survive!    Explore !
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ii. WHat Do You neeD to knoW

Teacher : Before we proceed let me discuss the function  of the 
external body parts of the animals found at home or in school.

I am a cat. I use my legs for 
walking and running. My 
paws are for climbing and 
grooming.

I am a dog. I use my  tail 
for communication. My 
legs are for running and 
walking.
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pre teSt
1. Label the parts of the cat. 

2. Label the parts of the dog. 
 

 

3. Label the parts of a fish. 

4. Label the parts of a bird. 

5. Label the parts of a chicken. 
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actiVitY 1: color me right

Color the box of the correct answer. 

1. What do birds use for flying? 

2. What do cats use for climbing? 

3. What do chickens use for scratching the ground for food?

4. What does the fish use for swimming?

5. What do dogs use for communication?
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I am a bird . I use my wings to 
fly. My beak is for getting food. 
My feathers help to keep me 
warm. I use my tail to change 
direction and for balancing.

I am a chicken. I have 
claws for scratching the 
ground for food. My beak is 
for getting food.

I am a fish, I use my fins 
for swimming and my gills 
help me to breathe. My 
scales cover and protect 
my body.
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actiVitY 3: identify me

Fill in the blanks with the correct answer. Choose your answer from 

the box. 

1. _________________ help the dog to walk. 

2. _________________ help the birds to fly. 

3. ________________ help the fish to cover and protect its body. 

4. ________________ help the chicken to scratch the ground for 

food.  

5. _______________ help the cat to climb. 

actiVitY 4: Jumbled, unscramble

What body parts of  the animal have these function? Fill each 

blank with the correct answer by arranging the jumbled letters 

before each number.

g s w n i      1.  Fish uses ____________ for swimming.

s  awp      2.Cat uses ____________for grooming.

k  b  a  e       3.     Bird uses ____________for getting food.

s  w   l a  c      4.   Chicken uses _________for scratching the 

     ground for food.

i  l  a  t     5. Dog uses __________ for communication.

paws wings claws scales fins legs tail



actiVitY 2:  complete me

Write the missing letters to complete the name of the body parts. 

1. Fish use its     for breathing. 

2. Birds use their     for changing direction and for 
balancing. 

3. Chicken use its     for getting food. 

4. Dogs and cat use their     for walking and running. 

5. Birds have         for keeping the body warm.  

g i

t a

b

l e

f e a s
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iV. WHat HaVe You LearneD
Match each body part with its functions and uses. Write the letter 
of the correct answer in the blank before each number.
 
             A                                                    B

_______ 1.wings                   A. for communication, to  

                                                 change direction and

                                                    for balancing

________ 2.paws                    B. for breathing

________ 3.tail                        C. for getting food

________ 4.beak                    D. for climbing and grooming

________ 5.gills                     E. for flying

enricHment actiVitY
Write True if the statement is correct and Falseif it is not.

__________1. Dogs use their tail  for  running and walking.

__________ 2. Fishes use their  fins for  swimming.

__________ 3. Birds use their beak for getting food.

__________ 4. Cats use their paws for climbing and 

                      grooming.

__________ 5. Chickens use their claws for  flying.
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SYnopSiS

            Common animals found at home or in school has different 

body parts. Each body part has different functions and uses.

             

         The cat uses its legs for walking and running and paws for 

climbing  and grooming.

            

          The dog uses its tail for communication and legs for running 

and walking.

            

       The bird uses its wings for flying. Beak for getting food and tail 

for changing direction and balancing.

           

          The chicken uses its claws for scratching the ground for food 

and beak for getting food.

   

           The fish uses its fins for swimming, gills for breathing and scales 

for covering and protecting the body.
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